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Registration       Main Lobby 
Tuesday, July 30: 12:30 – 3:30 pm 
Wednesday, July 31: 7:30 – 8:30 am 
 
Exhibitor, GIA Publications   Plaza Foyer 
Wednesday, July 31: 11:00 am – 6:00 pm 
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Wednesday, July 31: 1:15 – 2:15 pm 
Thursday, August 11:00 am – 12:00 pm 
 
 

  



Tuesday, July 30  
 
3:30 - 4:00 pm  Opening Ceremony: Grand Ballroom 
 
4:00 - 5:00 pm 
Foxboro At the Intersection of Belief & Practice: A Mixed-Methods Study 

Karen Salvador, Jessica Glaser, Alice Broadway, & Amy Sierzega 
 
Although literature in Music Learning Theory (MLT) includes practical applications, few 
research studies specifically examine how music educators who consider themselves 
MLT-inspired think about music teaching and learning. Moreover, we have little 
evidence regarding what happens in MLT-inspired classrooms. In this mixed-method 
study, we examined how teacher beliefs about teaching and learning interacted with 
teaching practices in MLT-inspired classrooms. In this session, we will discuss our 
findings as well as the ramifications of this work for professional development and 
future research. 
 

Ballroom Exploring Improvisation Through Circle Singing 
David Potter 

 
In this session, we will explore resting tone, harmonic readiness, and improvisation 
through circle singing, including songs with words and songs without words. 
Participants will engage in singing full chords with teacher improvisation, new 
arrangements with teacher improvisation, and sequencing to facilitate student 
improvisation. Participants will engage in multiple tonalities with special attention given 
to partner songs and canons. 
	

Columbian Tune of the Week: Teaching Musicianship 
in the Secondary Ensemble 

Pamela Turowski 
 
It is important for all students to develop as fluent, independent, and creative 
musicians by drawing on prior musical experiences to build new skills. Making time to 
practice these skills during the ensemble rehearsal can be difficult, however, working 
on musicianship skills can greatly improve students’ ability to perform in tune, 
recognize and perform with rhythmic accuracy, and will improve rehearsal efficiency. 
Also, students will gain problem-solving skills which they can implement in and out of 
rehearsal. In this session, participants will learn a series of tunes that are useful for 
teaching tonal and rhythmic context following Gordon’s recommended sequence for 
harmonic and rhythmic structure. Participants will also learn strategies for assessing 
student learning. 
 

 
5:15 - 6:15 pm 
Foxboro The Whole & the Sum of the Parts 

Jill Reese 
 
Whole-Part-Whole is espoused by many learning theorists and approaches. Within 
Music Learning Theory, Whole-Part-Whole can assume multiple interpretations and 
meanings. Though MLT practitioners are often diligent about the first whole and the 
part, some struggle to successfully apply the last whole. Explore ways to apply Whole-
Part-Whole within classroom activities to deepen students’ audiation development and 
contextual understanding and to strengthen students’ abilities to transfer skills and 
content. 
 
 



Ballroom Moving To & Through the Stages of Audiation 
Sharon Saul 

 
You know the word- audiation. You may even know that there are three types and 
seven stages of preparatory audiation and eight types and six stages of audiation, but 
do you really know what they are? Do you find yourself having to look in The Book 
every time you want to talk about it? In this session, participants will physically move- 
yes, move!- to and through the types and stages of preparatory audiation and stages 
of audiation with simple and fun choreography, and leave having a better 
understanding of what each stage involves. Where overlap between stages of 
preparatory audiation and audiation could occur will be examined.  
 

Columbian Choral Literacy: Learning to Read in the 
Footsteps of Edwin Gordon 
Krystal McCoy & Jemay Marden 

 
During this session presenters will share information gleaned from a choral literacy 
research project with three high school choral ensembles. The 10-week self-developed 
unit consisted of the following Music Learning Theory (MLT) elements: singing in 
various tonalities and meters, pattern work, improvisation, continuous flow in space 
and Laban movements, and reading and writing tonal and rhythmic patterns. Data 
collection methods implemented included a broad student survey, classroom and 
online assessment including recordings and discussion, student singing journals, and 
researcher observations and journal. This presentation will share lessons learned by 
approaching choral literacy through the lens of MLT from the perspective of high 
school singers.  
 

 
6:30 - 9:30 pm   Reception, home of Alec Harris 

238 Forest Ave Oak Park, IL 60302 
*Directions/map are in your registration packet 

 
Wednesday, July 31 
 
7:15 - 8:15 am  GIML Executive Board Meeting: Barclay Room 
 
7:30 - 8:45 am  Breakfast buffet (provided): Barclay’s American Grill 
 
8:45 - 9:45 am 
Foxboro Learning to “Hear”: Integrating Music Learning Theory Across the 

Collegiate Music Literacy Curriculum 
Jennifer McDonel & David Zuschin 

 
At Radford University efforts are being made to integrate MLT concepts and pedagogy 
throughout the core literacy curriculum of ear training, keyboard skills, music theory, and 
music history. This approach places audiation at the center of all literacy education, the 
goal in every class being to sensitize students’ ears to the meaning and beauty of music 
at ever greater levels of depth. Even a course such as music history is taught as a form of 
ear training, rather than a delivery mechanism for facts and concepts about music. As 
such, the “data” of music history serve the purpose of fostering perceptive listening skills. 
The presenters will provide background on how this process has evolved over the past 
few years, describe current practices and outline future plans. 
 

	
	
	



Ballroom What’s Unusual About That? 
Rosalia Schultz 

 
Let's put Major/Duple aside for a little while to experience classroom activities in unusual 
meters and tonalities! In this session, we will sing songs and play circle games using 
songs of various styles and cultures. Bring comfortable shoes for dancing, too! 
 

Columbian Re-Imagining Beginner Piano Lessons Through Audiation 
Sarah McCaffrey, Krista Jadro, Robert Baldwin, & Marilyn White-Lowe 

 
Knowing that thousands of preschool age children are enrolled in piano lessons, we will 
show what an MLT Early Childhood Piano program looks like by demonstrating the 
following: 1. How young children can learn piano following Gordon's sequential learning 
theories. 2. How MLT instructors can provide transitional classes to bridge the gap 
between babies/toddler classes and formal piano instruction. 3. How to organize a 
creative, playful environment that allows children to learn a music pattern vocabulary and 
move from Acculturation through Assimilation. 4. How activities such as movement, 
keyboard, and improvisation build audiation skill. Video clips and attendee participation 
will show how an audiation-based program starting at ages 3-4 forms a solid foundation 
to continue formal piano instruction with success.  
 

 
10:00 - 10:45 am  Keynote Address (Dr. Richard Grunow): Ballroom 
 
11:00 am - 6:00 pm  GIA Exhibit Hours: Plaza Foyer 

 
11:00 am - 12:00 pm 
Foxboro Improvise, Arrange, Compose: Addressing the 

“Create” Standard in Ensemble Rehearsals 
Matthew Doiron 

 
Performing ensembles are a mainstay in American music education yet many 
researchers have concluded that music teachers feel unprepared to teach creative 
processes to their students. In this session, I describe the pedagogy developed by two 
successful public-school music teachers and ensemble directors who maintain high 
performance standards while teaching arranging, composition, and improvisation to all of 
their students as a part of their performing ensemble curriculum. The session will include 
audio and video of rehearsals and performances as well as examples of student work. 
 

Ballroom Evading the MLT Police: 
Making Compromises Without Compromising Core Values 

Heather Shouldice 
 
Dr. Gordon made strong statements about how his Music Learning Theory should be 
implemented, often referred to by practitioners as “rules.” Contrary to popular belief, the 
MLT police are not going to come knocking on your door if you decide to do something 
differently! However, it is important to understand and carefully consider the reasoning 
behind Gordon’s suggestions and to make thoughtful decisions when choosing to “break 
the rules.” In this session we will reflect on core tenets at the heart of MLT, discuss 
commonly debated and/or misunderstood aspects of MLT, and weigh the pros and cons 
of “breaking the rules.” 
 

	
	
	
	
	



Columbian Developing Harmonic Audiation: 
Early Childhood through Adulthood 

Eric Rasmussen 
	
Very young children can learn to recognize and identify basic harmonic functions in major 
and minor tonalities—some younger than two years old! Older children are capable of 
audiating fairly advanced harmonic progressions well beyond the achievement level of 
most music educators and even many professional musicians. Going beyond the scope 
of most music learning methods and approaches, MLT-based ones included, the 
harmonic learning sequence activities demonstrated in this session will provide for a 
deeper understanding of harmonic functions, which in turn will lead to greater dexterity 
and ease in creating and improvising music, the highest musical skill levels in MLT. 
 

 
12:00 - 1:15 pm  Lunch (on your own) 

 
1:15 - 2:15 pm 
Foxboro It Don’t Mean a Thing if You Don’t Move & Sing 

Richard Grunow 
 
It is no secret that instrumentalists who can sing in tune and move their bodies in a 
consistent tempo perform with better intonation and rhythm. Unfortunately, many students 
lack those skills when they begin instruction on a music instrument. In this session I 
provide sequential instruction designed to develop musicianship skills in beginning 
instrumentalists, skills that contribute to their musical lives during and beyond formal 
instruction. In the process, I will also introduce the latest applications of Music Learning 
Theory to beginning instrumental instruction.  
 

Ballroom Hot Cross Buns: Using Techniques from LSAs 
to Teach Step-Wise Patterns 

Andy Mullen 
 
The tonal side of MLT is often concerned with resting tone and harmonic functions. But 
students' first experience reading music notation is often Do Re Mi patterns. This session 
will help to bridge the gap between audiating harmonic context and reading step-wise 
melody with understanding. Participants will be guided through 5 Reading Sequences 
which combine harmonic patterns, step-wise patterns, and rhythm patterns.  
 

Columbian Research Poster Session 
 

An Examination and Comparison of the Perceived Levels of Anxiety and 
Depression of University Music Majors and Non-Music Majors 

Danni Gilbert 
 

An Investigation of Happiness & Gratitude Among Music Majors 
Christian Bernhard 

 
An Investigation of the Musical Identities, Self-Perceptions, & Motivation of 

Elementary Students in Relation to Their Experiences in 
School Music Classes 
Heather Nelson Shouldice 

 
Effects of Gordon’s Learning Sequence Activities on 

Developmental Music Aptitude 
Clinton Weaver 

 



Improvisation & Composition in Private Instrumental Lessons: A 
Descriptive Analysis of a Music Learning Theory-Based Approach to 

Supplementing Students’ Musicianship 
Lauren Milburn 

 
Music Aptitude & Music Achievement: A Meta-Analysis 

Christina Svec 
 
Music Education in Nepal: An Historical Perspective & Impact of a Current 

Initiative for Music Teacher Education 
Jennifer McDonel, Bryan Dowd, Lauren Milburn, & Taylor Ouzts 

 
Parent & Instructor Understandings of Goals & Outcomes of 

Early Childhood Music 
Colleen Conway & Sarah Hodgman 

 
 
2:30 - 3:30 pm 
Foxboro It’s a Small World: Global Transmission of Approaches 

for Active Music Making 
Herbert Marshall & Judy Bond 

 
A discussion of how approaches spread and the growing pains that ensue. With 
representatives and contributions from internationally known proponents of MLT, ORff-
Schulwerk, Kodaly, and Dalcroze, we will examine trends and discuss the benefits and 
challenges inherent in the globalization of pedagogy. 
 

Ballroom Audiation Tapestry: Singing in Harmony 
Beth Bolton 

 
Recognizing and identifying tonal center (Stage 2 Audiation) and establishing objective 
and subjective tonality (Stage 3 Audiation) are important and pivotal stages in the 
audiation process. Using familiar audiation techniques such as sustained tonal center and 
essential harmonic functions and new tunes from Audiation Tapestry IV: Singing in 
Harmony (Bolton, 2019) participants will learn tunes and techniques to guide their 
students naturally toward in-tune harmonic singing, creativity, and improvisation.  
 

Columbian Improvisation: How to Begin in Any Class or Rehearsal 
 Michael Martin 

 
Improvisation is a crucial component of Gordon's Music Learning Theory and should be 
part of every music curriculum; however, many teachers feel inadequately trained to 
improvise or to teach others to improvise. In this session, participants will learn a fun, 
step-by-step approach that can be used with any age, general, choral, band or strings, to 
get students improvising musically, while improving overall musicianship. Audience 
participation will be used, removing the mystery and fear which often surround 
improvisation. Participants in this session will explore the definition of improvisation, why 
it is important to include improvisation in the curriculum, readiness for improvisation, and 
how improvisation should be introduced.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3:45 - 4:15 pm (Mini Sessions) 
Foxboro Creating a Successful Early Childhood Program at a 

Community Music School 
Krista Jadro 

 
Community music schools provide local students and families with a number of musical 
opportunities. In addition to private lessons, many include early childhood programs as a 
feeder for future formal instruction. In this session, participants will learn how a Music 
Learning Theory-based program was created at Brookline Music School, an established 
community music school in Greater Boston. Over a period of five years, its early 
childhood program (including group piano) has skyrocketed from 50 students to nearly 
200 students with this method change.  
 

Ballroom Music for the Nation: Integrating MLT with 
Young Children in Nepal 

Jennifer McDonel 
 
In this session, the presenters will share work being done in Nepal to bring Music 
Learning Theory to early childhood music education. This is part of a greater initiative to 
bring music education to all children in Nepal. Starting music classes in early childhood 
will promote awareness of the benefits of music education for all children and help 
change perceptions of the importance of music education with parents and school 
administrators, where currently, music education is not valued as important in education. 
 

Columbian The Pedagogy of Blindness, Braille, & MLT 
 Wendy Richards 

 
The process of music learning has often followed a non-traditional pathway for people 
who are blind. This is partly due to unique developmental characteristics related 
specifically to blindness. Individual challenges can include deviant motor skills (creating 
movement difficulties), challenges to concept development (due to an inability to 
assimilate and synthesize visual information), and very often, exceptional auditory skills. 
Added to this, music braille differs significantly from traditional print music, raising 
additional pedagogical challenges. Does MLT have relevance for this population, or do 
the inherent teaching and learning differences undermine the teaching and learning 
process? Conversely, can MLT processes and techniques be enhanced through its 
application with learners who are blind?  
	

 
4:30 - 5:30 pm 
Foxboro Arranging, Composing, & Student Collaboration 

to Encourage Music Independence 
Pamela Turowski 

 
Arranging, composing, and collaboration gives students the opportunity to expand their 
audiation of melodies, harmonies and chord progressions, play by ear, experiment with 
musical choices, develop musical fluency, and collaborate with peers in personally 
relevant ways. In this session, participants will learn how to incorporate the Inference Skill 
Learning Sequence with strategies from Informal Music Learning and Modern Band 
research. Students learn to arrange familiar tunes, improvise riffs and melodies, compose 
original songs, and actively make music in styles and genres they identify with. This 
session demonstrates meaningful activities for students which can be tailored for use in 
secondary music classroom settings including music technology, ensembles, general 
music, music theory, and music history. 
 

	
	
	



Ballroom Once Upon a Tonality (or a Meter)… 
Christopher Minarich 

 
Using Story to create a context for presenting songs/chants without words and 
tonal/rhythmic patterns to help children in a preschool setting (ages 2.5-5.5) move 
through the Types and Stages of Preparatory Audiation.  
 

Columbian Using MLT to Enrich Music Literacy in Secondary Choral Music 
Joshua Palkki 

 
It is unfortunate truism that choral singers have less refined music literacy skills than their 
instrumental peers. Furthermore, several music learning theory resources have been 
published for use in elementary general music and secondary instrumental music 
classrooms. Recently, Jordan (2017) has described how MLT can be employed in the 
choral setting. In this session, the presenter will impart information and resources 
regarding how music learning theory can help to create independent, audiating musicians 
in the secondary choral classroom.  
 

 
6:00 - 7:00 pm  Cocktail Hour: Banquet Bar 
 
7:00 pm   Banquet: Grand Ballroom 
 
Thursday, August 1 
 
7:30 - 8:45 am   Breakfast on your own 
 
8:30 am - 12:30 pm  GIA Exhibit Hours: Plaza Foyer 
 
9:00 - 10:00 am 
Foxboro Reach Your Research: A Roadmap for Navigating the New 

Digital Presence of the Gordon Archive 
Jennifer Wochner 

 
The Gordon Archive’s online presence has undergone a recent re-imagining. This 
session will provide researchers with the roadmap they need to navigate our improved 
online tools. Our new research guide contains over 100 pages of descriptive information 
on the Archive’s contents and is fully searchable. Get updated information on how to best 
contact the Archive for formal or informal research needs. 
 

Ballroom Bridging the Gap: Preparatory Audiation to Audiation 
Beth Bolton 

	
Some kindergarten and early grade students cannot yet sing in tune, move with rhythmic 
coordination and coordinate their music-making with breathing and movement. How can 
we use Music Learning Theory and blended preparatory audiation and audiation theory 
and practice to bridge the gap in elementary music classes?  
 

	
	
	
	
	
	



Columbian Props or No Props? 
Holley Haynes 

 
Early childhood and early elementary music educators use props to facilitate playful 
musical experiences in the music classroom. Props can help reluctant children and adults 
engage in meaningful movements and facilitate musical pattern play. Props can also 
become a distraction, cause disruption, or limit our full body movements. In this workshop 
participants will learn ways that props can be used to help guide children through the 
types and stages of preparatory audiation. Participants will engage in brainstorming 
activities to share and develop new (or new to you) ways to use the most common props, 
such as bean bags, egg shakers, and scarves. Participants will experience activities that 
use whole body movements for musical play rather than props. 
 

 
10:15 - 10:45 am (Mini Sessions) 
Foxboro Macrobeats, Microbeats, Meter, Phrases, Sections, & Form: 

Taking a Wider Perspective Into What we Audiate 
Over the Bits & Blocks of Time in Music 

Eric Rasmussen & Joy Morin 
 
How persons auditiaonally define the macro- and micro-beat varies, probably across 
rhythm aptitudes. Bars in 3/4 were said by Dr. Gordon to be audiated in pairs. Are bars in 
any meter be audiated in pairs? What about in non-pairs? or in even- or odd-measure 
phrases? Can we expand our mindset and vocabulary to include possibilities that build 
upon Gordon’s definition of beats, meter, and rhythm? Join us in an investigative 
conversation in which we will explore some of the more subjective and undefined areas 
within MLT relative to rhythm, meter, and form. 
 

Ballroom Develop Students’ Aural Skills Using 
“JRI: The Instrumental Series” 

Dina Alexander 
 
This innovative approach to developing students’ aural skills uses materials from “Jump 
Right In: The Instrumental Series,” including singing, rhythmic chanting, composition, 
improvisation, and functional piano skills. Currently used in freshman level collegiate 
aural skills classes, course materials and concepts could also be used to improve aural 
skills in students of all ages. Participants will experience hands-on aural skills in an 
environment where mistakes are embraced.  
 

 
11:00 am - 12:00 pm 
Columbian Research Poster Session 

 
*See listing above 
 

 
12:00 - 1:15 pm  Chapter Meetings with Boxed Lunches (provided) 

 
Michigan Chapter - Grand Ballroom 

Mid-Atlantic Chapter - Columbian Room 
New England Chapter – Foxboro Room 

New York Chapter - Foxboro Room 
South-Eastern Chapter - Library 
Ohio Chapter – Grand Ballroom 

International Members - Barclay Room 
Charter Chapters and unaffiliated members - Columbian Room 



 
1:15 - 2:15 pm 
Foxboro Teachers’ Experiences as Participants in a Music Learning Theory-

Focused Virtual Mentoring Program 
Heather Shouldice & Jessica Vaughan-Marra 

 
During the 2018-19 school year, GIML piloted a virtual mentoring program to connect 
teachers who were new to Music Learning Theory with veteran MLT practitioners. This 
session will share the unique concerns and needs of teachers as they begin incorporating 
MLT into their teaching practice, discuss the effectiveness of a digital mentoring program 
in addressing these issues, and share participant reflections on their experiences in the 
program. 
 

Ballroom Hip Hop Recorder: Making Authentic Connections 
Through Hip Hop & Improvisation 

Noah Hamrick 
 
Meaningful MLT connections will be made while creating grooves and hooks the way that 
hip hop artists do: through jamming, freestyling, creating, and improvising. Teachers will 
be guided through some sure-fire ways to get students jamming, creating, and improvising 
hip hop music using basic technological resources and their recorder. Connections will 
also be made with instrumental music. 
 

Columbian Laban Effort Actions: Extending MLT Movement Practices 
with Learners who are Blind 

Wendy Richards 
	
Music Learning Theory (MLT) incorporates physical movement activities with the aim of 
fostering the ability to perform music with ease and flow. To this end, MLT 
reconceptualises Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) Effort Elements of time, weight, space 
and flow to the study of music. Learners are encouraged to physically experience these 
elements through imitation, and to apply them in performance. But what if you can’t 
physically see, to imitate the movements? Additionally, if you have never had any 
functional vision, physical movement can present unique challenges which may impair 
music performance. A further extension of the Effort Elements known as Effort Actions, 
provides alternative pedagogical options to meet these specific learning needs.  

 
2:30 - 3:30 pm 
Foxboro An Aural Approach to Learning/Teaching Hamony 

Based on Music Learning Theory 
Marilee Crawley-Mertins 

 
A seven-step procedure based on Gordon's Skill Learning Sequence Outline that will 
enable a person to listen to a familiar or unfamiliar tune and improvise simultaneously 
with it vocally or instrumentally. There is no "magic" to this. It is a direct application of 
Godon's Music Learning Theory. 
 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Ballroom Melodic Strategies for Improvisation: Life After Skill Six 
Matthew Turowski 

	
At times improvisation can be mystifying, even to professional jazz musicians. Chris 
Azzara’s 7 skills of improvisation supply a process and sequence to acquire and apply 
basic musicianship skills as they pertain to improvisation in any style of music. Azzara’s 
method does not resort to restricting one’s improvisation to a subset of friendly notes or 
relying on pre-constructed musical vocabulary such as “licks,” but instead teaches 
students to recognize the role of harmony, rhythm, and form in creating an improvised 
solo. Azzara’s method also includes a sequence for strengthening each musical element 
separately. By the end of step six, students are familiar with the mindset of an improviser 
and the harmonic components involved in making musical choices but they may lack the 
melodic strategies to bridge the gap between themselves and John Coltrane. Attendees 
are encouraged to bring recorders, ukuleles, and/or other small instruments, and to sing.  
 

    
3:45 - 4:15 pm (Mini Sessions) 
Foxboro Composing in Ensembles Using Technology 

Terry Bacon 
 
The NCAS includes Creating, Performing, Responding, and Connecting. Explore ideas 
on guiding students in developing musical skills including creating their own 
compositions. Suggestions on how to use technology tools with students to create, share, 
and evaluate musical ideas within ensembles. 
 

Ballroom What’s Improv Got to Do with It? 
Facilitating Music Literacy with Improvisation 

Suzanne Burton 
 
Participants will experience ways in which improvisation facilitates the development of 
children's abilities to read and write music.  
 

     
4:30 - 5:00 pm  Closing Ceremony: Ballroom 
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